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ABSTRACT 
In a classic 1911 paper, I. Schur gave several useful bounds for the spectral norm 
and eigenvalues of the Hadamard (entrywise) product of two matrices. Motivated by 
applications to the theory of monotone and convex matrix functions, we are led to 
consider Hadamard products in which both factors are conformally partitioned block 
matrices and the entries of one factor are constant within each block. Such products are 
special cases of a block Kronecker (tensor) product, and it is in this context that we 
present generalizations of Schur’s results. 
1. NOTATION 
We denote the set of m-by-n complex matrices by M,,” and write 
M, = M, n , . The decreasingly ordered singular values of A E M,,,, n are denoted 
by+(A) > uz(A) 3 *-* 2 Owith uk(A) = Oforall k > min{m,n}. If AEM, 
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has real eigenvalues, we denote the algebraically smallest and largest by 
&in(A) and k(A), 
B = [bijl E Mm, n 
respectively. The Hudamard product of A = [aij] and 
is AoB = [aijbij] E M,,,“. The Kronecker product of A = 
[aij] EM,, n and B EM, Q is A@ B = [aijB] EM,,, nq. When A EM, is posi- 
tive semidefinite, A r/’ denotes its unique positive semidefinite square root. 
For A = [uij] EM,,,,, we write AT = [uji] E M,, *, A* = [ iiji] E M,, m, and 
] A ] E ( A*A)‘/‘. The Euclidean norm of a vector x E C” is I] x I] s = (r*x)l/‘. 
The set of Hermitian matrices (A = A*) in M, whose eigenvalues lie in the 
open real interval (a, b) is denoted by H,,(u, b). For A, B E H,( - 03, oo), we 
write B > A (respectively, B > A) if B - A is positive semidefinite (respec- 
tively, positive definite). For given positive integers r and s, I, denotes the 
r-by-r identity matrix and J,., s denotes the r-by-s matrix whose entries are all 
ones; Jr = Jr, r. Basic references for concepts, notation, terminology are [2] and 
PI- 
2. SCHUR’S FOUR THEOREMS AND MONOTONE MATRIX 
FUNCTIONS 
In a classic 1911 paper that was the first systematic treatment of norm and 
eigenvalue hounds for entrywise products of matrices [7], Schur proved the 
following 
THEOREM 2.1. Let A = [uij], BE M, be giuen. 
(a) Schur’s Satz VII. If A and B are positive semidej&zite, then 
min aii&i”( B) Q &,( A”B) G &( A”B) < lzgnuii&( B). 
l<ibn 
In particular, A0 B is positive semidefmite; it is positive dej%te if B is positiue 
definite and all uii > 0. 
(b) Schur’s Satz V. If A is positive semidejnite, then 
(c) Schur’s Satz III. 
q( A+) < q( +I( B). 
(d) Schur’s Satz VI. Suppose A = X *Y, where X, YE M, n fw some 
positiue integer r, and write X = [xl * * * x,J, Y = [ yr ** * y,] with all 
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Since AoB = BOA, the roles of A and B can be interchanged in all of 
these bounds. 
Among the many applications of Schur’s theorems is the fascinating theory 
of monotone matrix functions that began with Loewner’s 1934 paper [4]. For a 
survey of this theory see Section 6.6 of [3]. 
For a given Hermitian matrix A EM, and a given differentiable real-valued 
function f ( *) with appropriate domain, we define the primary matrix function 
f(A) = V!(A) V*, where U E M, is unitary, A .= diag( X,, . . . , h,), A = VAV* 
is a spectral decomposition of A, and f(A) = diag(f(X,), . . . , f( A,)). For a 
given open real interval (a, b), we say that f(*) is a monotone matrix function 
on HJa, b) if (a, b) is in the domain of f(e) and f(B) > f(A) for all A, B E 
H,,( a, b) such that B > A. A monotone matrix function f( * ) on H,,( a, b) is said 
to be strictly monotone if f(B) > f(A) whenever A, B E H,,( a, b) and B > A. 
The connection between Schur’s theorems and monotone matrix functions 
is apparent from the following representation for f(B) - f( A) (see Section 6.6 
of [3]). For A, B E H,,(a, b) and tE[O,l], let (1 - t)A + tB = V(t)A(t)V*(t) 
be a spectral decomposition with a unitary V(t) E M, and A(t) = 
diag( AI( t), . . . , h,,(t)), both f h h o w ic can be chosen to be continuous functions 
of t. Then 
f(B) -f(A) =~1V(t)([Af(~~(t),x,(t))]o[V(t)*(B-A)V(t)]]V(t)*dt, 
(2.2) 
where 
Af( h(t)> hj(t)) s I 
f(h) -f(‘j) if A, + x, 
Ai - xj t J’ 
f’(h) if Xi=Xj. 
If B > A, then U(t)*( B - A)V(t) 2 0, with strict inequality if B - A > 0. 
Thus, if [Af(&, X,)] > 0 for all X,, . . . , h, E (a, b), it follows from Theorem 
2.1(a) that f(B) -f(A) _> 0. Th is suffkient condition for f( *) to be a mono- 
tone matrix function is easily shown to be necessary as well. Moreover, if a 
monotone matrix function f( *) on HJa, b) satisfies j’(t) > 0 for all t E (a, b) 
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if and only if *) IS not constant on (a, b)], then the positive 
semidefinite matrix [Af( Xi, X,)] has positive main diagonal entries; if B - A > 0 
as well, then the identity (2.2) and the last assertion in Theorem 2.1(a) ensure 
that f(B) - f( A) > 0. Thus, a nonconstant monotone matrix function is also 
strictly monotone. 
Under what other conditions on A, B, and f(e) can we conclude that 
f(B) -f(A) > O? If B > A and if there is a common eigenvector x # 0 for 
which A and B have the same eigenvalue X, it is clear from the definition that 
f(A) x = f(x) x = f(B) x, so f(B) - f(A) must be singular. However, it is 
possible to have B > A, B - A singular, and no common eigenvector for 
which A and B have the same eigenvalue. Under these conditions, for a 
problem that arose in statistics, Mathias [5] found for (a, b) = (0, 00) and 
f(t) = t’j2 that f(B) - f(A) > 0 always; the key to obtaining this result was 
the fact that for the square-root function the difference quotient matrix 
[Af(&, X,)] = [(3/’ + $‘“)- ‘1 is positive definite whenever the points 
h . . . . X, are distinct. This is not always the case for a monotone matrix 
f&tion; for example, for the strictly monotone matrix function f(t) = - I/t 
on (0, oo), the difference quotient matrix [Aj(&, X,)] = [(&$-‘I always has 
rank one. 
Suppose b > !I > . *. >, X, > a, and suppose the distinct values are 
&>L> *a* > $, with multiplicities ni, . . . , nP. Then 
(2.3) 
is a block matrix whose entries are constant within the blocks. If f(e) is a 
monotone matrix function, then the compressed matrix [Af(&, X,)] E M, must 
be positive semidefinite; we shall be interested in functions for which this 
compression is always positive definite. 
The other factor in the Hadamard product in the identity (2.2) is C(t) = 
U(t)*( B - A)U(t), which we partition conformally to the difference quotient 
matrix in (2.3) and write as 
C(t) = [Cij(t)],yi=ip Cij(t) EMni,nj for i,j = 1,. . . , p. (2.4) 
If B > A and if there is no common eigenvector of A and B for which they 
have the same eigenvalue, it is not difficult to show (see the proof of Theorem 
6.6.38 in 131) that the main-diagonal blocks Cii(t) are positive definite for all 
i= l,..., p and all t E [0, 11. 
Thus, in using (2.2) to determine when we can conclude that f(B) - 
f(A) > 0, we are led to analyze a Hadamard product of two positive semi- 
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definite block matrices. One factor has constant entries within its blocks and 
becomes positive definite when each block is compressed to a single entry. 
The other factor has positive definite main diagonal blocks. This situation 
was our motivation for considering a block-matrix generalization of the last 
assertion in Theorem 2.1(a). 
DEFINITION 2.5. Let m, n, p, q, ml, . . . , mp, nl, . . . , ny. rl, . . . , 
rp, Sl> . . . 7 sq be given positive integers with ml + * - * +m, = m, nl 
+ *mm +n, = n, rl + +** +r, = r, and sl + *** +s, = s. Let 
F= [FijJi=l,,,_, p,j=l,,,,, y’M,,n and G= IGijIi=l ,..., p,j=l,... .gEMr*s 
be given block matrices with Fij E M,,, m and Gij E Mrz, s for i = 1, . . . , p and 
j= l,..., q. With respect to these given partitions of F’ and G, we define the 
block Kronecker product 
where p = mlrl + *a* +m,r, and Y = nlsl + *** +n,s,. When m = n, we 
say that the given partition of F is symmetric if p = q and mi = n, for all 
i = 1,. . . , p. 
Using some basic facts about the relationship between A 8 B and B CXJ A 
(Corollary 4.3.10 of [3]), interlacing inequalities for the singular values of a 
matrix and a submatrix (Corollary 3.1.3 of [3]), the singular values of A B B 
(Theorem 4.2.15 of [3]), and interlacing inequalities for the eigenvalues of a 
Hermitian matrix and a submatrix (Theorem 4.3.15 of [2]), one verifies the 
following assertions: 
THEOREM 2.7. Let FE M,,,. and GEM,, be partitioned as in Deftnition 
2.5. Then: 
(a) Fo G is a submatrix of Fc+ G, so the singular values of the for- 
mer interlace those of the latter. In particular, al(Fo G) < al(F~ G) = 
@d+,(G)* 
(b) Fo G and Go F are permutation equivalent: G q F = PT(F~ G)Q for 
some block diagonal permutation matrices P = P, 8 * . * B) Pn and Q = Ql 
@***@QswithPi~M,,,r,andQj~M,,,,fori=l ,..., pandj=l,..., q. 
In particular, F q G and G H F have the same singular values. 
Now suppose, in addition, that F and G are both square, p = q, FE M,, G E M,, 
and the partitions of F and G are each symmetric (but are not necessarily 
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identical). Then: 
(c) FIX G is a principal submutrix of F & G. 
(d) Fm G and G R F ure permutation similar: G q F = P’( FM G) P for some 
block diagonal permutation matrix P = P, 8 - * - f~ P,, with each Pi E M,,,,{ for 
i= l,..., p. In particular, Fo G and G LX F have the same eigenvalues. 
Fin&y, suppose, in addition, that F and G are both Hermitian. Then: 
(e) Fm G and F 8 G are Hermitian, and the eigenvalues of the former 
interlace those of the latter. 
If all the blocks in the partition of F in Definition 2.5 are one-by-one (that 
is, if m, = -* - = m,, = n, = ** * = n4 = 1, m = p, and n = 9) and G is 
unrestricted, the block Kronecker product in (2.6) has the same form as the 
Hadamard product in (2.2): it may be thought of as a Hadamard product of 
two block matrices, both in M, Q, one of which has constant entries within its 
blocks, as in (2.3). This important special case (all the blocks of F are 
one-by-one) of the product (2.6) was introduced in [l] and 161, where it was 
termed the inflation matrix of F with respect to G. Similar observations can be 
made if F is unrestricted and all the blocks in the partition of G are 
one-by-one. Generalizations of Schur’s theorems to the block Kronecker 
product (2.6) will include as special cases the results about Hadamard prod- 
ucts and monotone matrix functions that originally motivated our work. 
Another special case of the block Kronecker product (2.6) occurs when 
rl = - - - = rp, s1 = - - * = sq, and all G, = r E M, s (that is, the same 
matrix is in every block of G). In this case, FIX G = F 03 I’, so (2.6) is a 
generalization of the Kronecker product; this situation occurs trivially when 
p=9=1. 
3. A GENERALIZATION OF SCHUR’S SATZ VII FOR BLOCK 
MATRICES 
Identification of FM G as a submatrix of Fe G gives a simple approach to a 
block generalization of Theorem 2.1 (a). 
THEOREM 3.1. Let m, n, p, m,, . . . , mp, n,, . . . , np be given positive inte- 
gerswithml + **- +m, = mandn, + --a +n, = n. L&A = [Aij]fjE1~M, 
and B = [ Bij]cj= 1 E M, be given partitioned positive semidefinite matrices with 
A, E Mm, mj and B,, E M”,, “, fm i, j = 1, . . . , p. Then the block Kronecker 
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product A q B = [ Aij @ Bij] is positive semidejhite and 




In particuh-, A q B is positive definite if B and all the main diagonal blocks of A 
are positive definite, or if A and all the muin diagonal blocks of B are positive 
definite. 
Proof. The first qualitative assertion follows from Theorem 2.7(c): A B B 
is a principal submatrix of the positive semidefinite matrix A C3 B (Observa- 
tion 7.1.2 of [2]). The equalities in (3.2) are ensured by Theorem 2.7(d), (e). 
Let 9s Z_ fB a.. @ Z,,, denote the n-by-n identity matrix partitioned confor- 
mally to B. Since B - h,& B)Y is positive semidefinite, so is 
Ao[B - &,in(B)Y] = AoB - h,,,in(B)(AoY) 
=A@B- Lin(B)[(A,1@1,,) 
Thus, 
from which it follows (Corollary 7.7.4(c) of [2]) that 
For the last equality we use the fact that the eigenvalues of a Kronecker 
product are the products of the eigenvalues of the factors (Theorem 4.2.12 of 
]31). n 
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If the positive semidefinite block matrix A in Theorem 3.1 is written as 
A = C2 for a Hermitian C = [C, C, * * * CP] E M, with Ci E M, mi for i = 
p, then Aii = C*Ci is positive definite if and only if Ci has full 
t> ‘1’ . ’ 1 co umn rank. When p = m = n, Theorem 3.1 reduces to Schur’s Satz VII 
[Theorem 2.1(a)]. 
Using the qualitative last assertion of Theorem 3.1 and the discussion in 
the preceding section, it follows that if the difference quotient matrix 
[Af( &, X,)] is positive definite whenever X,, . . . , A, E (a, b) are distinct, then 
f(B) >.f(Aj h w enever A, B E I&( a, b), B > A, and there is no common eigen- 
vector for which A and B have the same eigenvalue; the latter property of a 
monotone matrix function has been called strong monotonicity (see Definition 
6.6.39 of [S]). On the interval (0, m), the function f(t) = - l/t is an example 
of a monotone matrix function that is strictly monotone but not strongly 
monotone. 
The principle embodied in the qualitative assertions of Theorem 3.1 can 
also play a role in establishing strict convexity for convex matrix functions. For 
example, in the special case m = n = p it is used to show strict matrix 
convexity for f(t) = - t 1/2 in an exercise following Theorem 6.6.52 in [3]. 
4. BLOCK GENERALIZATIONS OF SCHUR’S OTHER 
INEQUALITIES 
In seeking generalizations of Theorem 2.1(b)-(d) to block matrices, we 
focus on a generalization of 2.1(d), f rom which the others follow as corollaries. 
THEOREM 4.1. Let positive integers m, n, r, s, p, q, g, m,, . . . , 
mp, nl, . . . , n,, rl, . . . , rp, sl,. . . , sq be given with m, + - * * +m, = m, n1 
+ -*a +n, =n,rl+***+r,=r,ands,+**-+s,=s. Let 
A = [ Aij]i=l,,_,, p,j=l,,,_, qEM,,n and B = iBijIi=l ,... P,j=19....yEMr*s 
be given block matrices with Aij E M,$, “, and By E M,i, s/ for i = 1, . . . , p and 
3 *= 1 *-, q. Let ;C/r l,, B, ***eZ EM, and ~=I,,~---~I,EM, be 
parti&ed identity matrices correspozding to the row and column pahitions of 
B. Suppose A = X*Y for some X = [X, *a* X&EM~,~ and Y = [Y, *** 
Y,l E M, n’ whereX,E:M,,,andYjEMp,,,fori=l ,..., pandj=l,..., q. 
Then 
(a) II:=, ui( A P B) = l-If=, u,(B@Aj < l-I:=, u~(B)u,(.~~X*X)~/~U~(~~ 
Y*Y)lj2, k = 1,2,. . . . 
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(b) For any s > 0 ad for any unitady inuariant norm 11 * 11, 
(c) Foranys>O a&fork= 1,2,... 
Proaf. The equalities involving A ES B and B NA all follow from 
Theorem 2.7(b). Consider the positive semidefinite block matrices 
a’= [X Y]*[ x Y] = “A:” y$y] EM,+, 
and 
B 





(see Lemma 3.5.12 of [3] for 3). Using the symmetric partitions correspond- 
ing to ml,. . . , mP, n,, . . . , n, for d and rl, . . . , rp, sl,. . . , sq for %Y, 
Theorem 3.1 ensures that 
dlXi49= 
u,( B)( stkX*X) AoB 
( A@B)* q( B)( 2% Y*Y) I 
is positive semidefinite. The inequalities in (a), (b), and (c) now ,follow from 
(3.5.14), (3.5.16),andCorollary3.3.10of[3]. H 
Notice that a matrix of the form 
is block diagonal; its largest singular value is max{ ur( Xi)’ : i = 1, . . . , p}. The 
inequalities in Theorem 4.1(c) are block generalizations of the basic inequali- 
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ties in Lemma 5.6.7 of [3]. If we take s = k = 1 in Theorem 4.1(c), we obtain 
a block generalization of Schur’s Satz VI: 
COROLLARY 4.4. With the notation and assumptions of Theorem 4.1, 
a,(AsB) = a,(BoA) < ~~~~~“l(Xi)~~~qu~(~)ul(B). . 
When p = m and 9 = n, the bound in Corollary 4.4 reduces to the bound 
in Theorem 2.1(d), since the (largest) singular value of a column vector is just 
its Euclidean length. Block generalizations of the bounds in Theorem 2.1(b), (c) 
now follow easily. 
COROLLARY 4.5. With the assumptions and notation of Theorem 4.1: 
(a) u,(ABB) = u,(BmA) < al(A) 
(b) If m = n, p = 9, A is positive semidefinite, and mi = ni for i = 
1 ,.**, p, then 
a~( A@) = ‘I(RoA) 6 ln$&h,ax( Aii)“l(B)- 
Proof. The bound in (a) is in Theorem 2.7(a). The bound in (b) follows 
from the bound in Corollary 4.4 if we choose X = Y = A’/2 and note that 
ur( Xi)’ = a,( X*X,) = ui( Aii). n 
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